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ABSTRACT 

 

The need for miniaturized, and high performance microwave devices has focused 

significant attention onto new fabrication technologies that can simultaneously achieve high 

performance and low manufacturing complexity. Additive manufacturing (AM) has proven its 

capability in fabricating high performance, compact and light weight microwave circuits and 

antennas, as well as the ability to achieve designs that are complicated to fabricate using other 

manufacturing approaches. Direct print additive manufacturing (DPAM) is an emerging AM 

process that combines the fused deposition modeling (FDM) of thermoplastics with micro-

dispensing of conductive and insulating pastes. DPAM has the potential to jointly combine high 

performance and low manufacturing complexity, along with the possibility of real-time tuning. 

This dissertation aims to leverage the powerful capabilities of DPAM to come-up with new 

designs and solutions that meet the requirements of rapidly evolving wireless systems and 

applications.  Furthermore, the work in this dissertation provides new techniques and approaches 

to alleviate the drawbacks and limitations of DPAM fabrication technology. Firstly, the 

development of 3D packaged antenna, and antenna array are presented along with an analysis of 

the inherent roughness of 3D printed structures to provide a deeper understanding of the antenna 

RF performance. The single element presents a new volumetric approach to realizing a 3D half-

wave dipole in a packaged format, where it provides the ability to keep a signal distribution 

network in close proximity to the ground plane, facilitating the implementation of ground 

connections (e.g. for an active device), mitigating potential surface wave losses, as well as 
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achieving a modest (10.6%) length reduction. In addition, a new approach of implementing 

conformal antennas using DPAM is presented by printing thin and flexible substrate that can be 

adhered to 3D structures to facilitate the fabrication and reduce the surface roughness.  The array 

design leverages direct digital manufacturing (DDM) technology to realize a shaped substrate 

structure that is used to control the array beamwidth. The non-planar substrate allows the element 

spacing to be changed without affecting the length of the feed network or the distance to the 

underlying ground plane.  

The second part describes the first high-Q capacitively-loaded cavity resonator and filter 

that is compatible with direct print additive manufacturing. The presented design is a compromise 

between quality factor, cost and manufacturing complexity and to the best of our knowledge is the 

highest Q-factor resonator demonstrated to date using DPAM compatible materials and processes.  

The final version of the single resonator achieves a measured unloaded quality factor of 200-325 

over the frequency range from 2.0 to 6.5 GHz. The two pole filter is designed using a coupled-

resonator approach to operate at 2.44 GHz with 1.9% fractional bandwidth. The presented design 

approach simplifies evanescent-mode filter fabrication, eliminating the need for micromachining 

and vias, and achieving a total weight of 1.97 g. The design is fabricated to provide a proof-of-

principle for the high-Q resonator and filter that compromises between performance, cost, size, 

and complexity. A stacked version of the two-pole filter is presented to provide a novel design for 

multi-layer embedded applications.  

The fabrication is performed using an nScrypt Tabletop 3Dn printer. Acrylonitrile 

Butadiene Styrene (ABS) (relative permittivity of 2.7 and loss tangent of 0.008) is deposited using 

fused deposition modeling to form the antenna, array, resonator, and filter structures, and Dupont 

CB028 silver paste is used to form the conductive traces conductive regions (the paste is dried at 
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90 °C for 60 minutes, achieving a bulk DC conductivity of 1.5×106 S/m.). A 1064 nm pulsed 

picosecond Nd:YAG laser is used to laser machine the resonator and filter input and output 

feedlines. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Motivation  

Additive manufacturing (AM) is an evolving technology that is rapidly expanding as well 

as finding its place across a broad array of industrial applications as it is a cost-efficient solution 

for low scale prototype and mass customizable production. This technology comprises of a 

category of digital manufacturing technologies that is enabling multi-material manufacturing and 

post-processing. The outstanding capability of AM to print lightweight structures to provide 

required mechanical support as a fixture, package, or structural member and also put up system 

devices and interconnects, all in an adjacent fashion is a very promising feature that can lead to an 

evolution in shaping future’s manufacturing technologies, products, and applications [1]. 

According to [2] the 3D printing market had a compound annual growth rate of 66% during the 

period 2013 to 2014, and it is expected to have the same growth rate for many years. Furthermore, 

studies expect AM to have, on average, 50% less running cost, and 400% faster production from 

2013 to 2018 [3]. 

AM processes that combines micro-dispensing and fused filament fabrication (FFF)/ fused 

deposition modeling (FDM), most likely dominate current applications due to their low process 

temperatures, dimensional flexibility/versatility, and wide range of readily available compatible 

materials. Fused deposition modeling (FDM) is based on the selective deposition of extruded 

material, which, while popular, is not the only 3D printing technology. A brief comparison 

between FDM, and other available 3D printing technologies is shown in Fig. 1.  
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Figure 1.1: 3D printer technologies. 

Besides micro-dispensing and fused filament fabrication, post processing compatibility proven to 

enhance the additivity manufactured circuits performance. An example of such post processing 

was presented in [4] where laser machining of micro-dispensed silver pastes traces boosted the 

conductivity of silver paste in coplanar waveguide (CPW) traces. The laser solidified an 

approximately 2-μm-wide region at the edges of the CPW slots, thus significantly increasing the 

effective conductivity of the film and improving the attenuation constant of the line. Furthermore, 

the performance and upper frequency range of CPW lines is limited by the cross-sectional shape 

and electrical conductivity of the printed paste, as well as the achievable minimum feature size 

which is typically around 100 m and can be treated using laser machining. A Nd:YAG laser 

(Lumera Laser’s SUPER RAPID-HE Picosecond laser) integrated with a 3D printer, such as 

nScrypt 3D printer, allows machining narrow slots into a layer of micro-dispensed silver paste 

3D printer 
technologies 

Selective 
deposition of 

extruded material

Fused deposition 
modeling (FDM)

1. Low cost and fixed     
among the production 
volume process.

2. Ideal entry-level 
technology.

3. The smallest 
achievable feature size is 
limited by the extrusion 
nozzle aperture

4. integratable with other 
processes in the same 
machine. 

UV curing of 
resin

Inkjet printing 
(Polyjet)

1. Extra high 
resolution 

2. Post processing 
is required 
(remove the 
supporting 
material using 
solution bath)

3.Expensive 

Stereolithography
apparatus (SLA)

1. High resolution and 
smooth surface (limited 
by the small spot size 
of the laser or spatial 
resolution of the 
projector), where 
micron-level accuracy 
is achievable. 

2. Significantly, 
machine and the 
running cost are high

Powder 
binding

selective laser 
sintering/melting  

(SLS/SLM)

1. 3-D print solid metal 
structures, where the 
structure is built by a laser 
pattern of light that either 
sinters or melts metal 
particles together

2. Post processing is 
required.

3. Rough surface and poor 
conductivity 

3. Expensive 
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(Dupent CB028). Use of the laser solved the issue of minimum feature size. Due to the emission 

of very short pulses, the conductor is exposed to sudden high energy infrared (wavelength of 1064 

nm) irradiation producing a cold ablation. This process completely decomposes thin layers of 

material at a controllable removal rate. 

Moreover, rapid advancement in multi-material, direct digital manufacturing (DDM) 

technology is opening up new opportunities for innovative designs for printed electronics and 

antenna systems. Recent demonstrations show the potential for size miniaturization, performance 

improvement, increased reliability, and reduced complexity [5-10]. Also, literature reports that the 

material of 3D printing technology, especially thermoplastic, presents excellent electrical 

properties with relative dielectric constants in the range of 2-3 and dielectric loss tangent between 

0.006-0.02 up to 10 GHz [11, 12]. Furthermore, Micro-dispensed conductive traces, such as 

Dupont CB028 silver paste, has proven to be operable for high frequency interconnects, despite 

the relatively low conductivity at microwave frequencies (1.5e6 S/m on average) [13]. These 

favorable electrical properties have resulted in several prototype microwave circuit designs 

including conductive traces [14, 15], 3D antennas [16-18], and structural electronics [19]. Other 

examples include a MMIC chip integrated on an additively manufactured substrate with decent 

performance up to 170 GHz [20] and an RF MEMS switch based on a 3D printed ohmic contact 

cantilever [21]. 

All the aforementioned AM capabilities and examples represent a solid base for a 

promising fabrication technique to develop and enhanced microwave circuits, antenna, and 

antenna arrays to meet the requirements of today’s telecommunication systems. Also, it provides 

the ability to integrate and embed RF components through building a full system. AM reduces the 

materials waste, fabrication complexity and cost, as well as achieves miniaturized volume. 
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1.2 Contributions  

The main contributions presented in the dissertation are summarized as follows:    

(a) Development of three dimensional, embedded, multi-layer, multi-material half-wave 

dipole: A new volumetric approach to realizing the 3D half-wave dipole in a packaged 

format is presented. This approach provides the ability to keep a signal distribution 

network in close proximity to the ground plane, facilitating the implementation of 

ground connections (e.g. for an active device), mitigating potential surface wave losses, 

as well as achieving a modest length reduction. 

(b) Development of new approach for implementing conformal antennas using DPAM: 

This new approach is based on fused deposition printing of a 150 micron-thick 

thermoplastic layer on top of Kapton tape forming a smooth, thin and flexible substrate. 

The antenna metallization is then printed on the smooth face of the flexible substrate 

using micro-dispensing, and the substrate is subsequently adhered to a 3D form. The 

approach is useful for accomplishing 3D conformal designs, allows conductors to be 

printed on relatively smooth surfaces of FDM-printed substrates, and allows for faster 

conductor printing with excellent dimensional control. This method also eliminates the 

challenges of silver paste dispensing on structures with sharp edges or inclined planes. 

(c) Development of an arrangement of 3D designed half-wave dipole antenna elements in 

a three dimensional fashion to form a 2×2 array: The design improves the overall array 

performance by exploiting the single element advantages, and the advantages of having 

them in a non-planar configuration, such as controlling the array beamwidth. 

Furthermore, it provides the ability to reduce the array footprint by using the 3rd 

dimension. 
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(d) Development of S/C-band evanescent-mode cavity resonator that can be manufactured 

using DPAM: The design approach simplifies the evanescent-mode resonator 

fabrication, avoiding any need for micromachining or vias. To the best of the authors’ 

knowledge is the highest Q-factor resonator demonstrated to date using DPAM 

compatible materials and processes. 

(e) Development of first capacitively-loaded cavity band pass filter (BPF) that is 

compatible with direct print additive manufacturing: Two proposed designs are 

described; laterally coupled and vertically coupled filters. The presented design 

approach simplifies the evanescent-mode filter fabrication, eliminating the need for 

micromachining and vias, and achieving a total weight of 1.97 g, and 1.91 g for the 

laterally coupled, and vertically coupled respectively. Both designs present 40.12% and 

35.43% volume reduction. 

 

1.3 Dissertation Organization  

This dissertation is comprised of five chapters, including the current chapter, which 

introduces the dissertation topics, motivations, background, and contributions.  The rest of the 

dissertation chapters are organized as follow: 

(a) Chapter 2 introduces the additive manufacturing fabrication process, and briefly 

describes why additive manufacturing is suitable technology for radio frequency 

applications. It provides a literature review for the main two topics in this dissertation; 

(a) non-planar antenna, and antenna array, and (b) capacitively-loaded cavity 

resonators and filters. Besides, the advantages and the drawbacks of the fabrication 

technologies used are described. 
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(b) Chapter 3 presents detailed design approaches, fabrication techniques, and 

measurements of the embedded 3D-printed and conformal half-wave dipole antenna, 

and antenna array, which represents the first main topic in this dissertation. The 

proposed single antenna design is presented first along with the fabrication approach 

and the analysis of roughness effects on the antenna performance. This done by 

analyzing the roughness of additively manufactured transmission lines. The second 

topic in chapter discusses a new process for implementing 3D microwave devices using 

flexible substrates, where the assembly steps of this process are defined. The single 

element antenna is fabricated using the proposed approach to provide proof-of-

principle on the approach. The last topic in this chapter discusses the non-planar 

antenna array, where four elements of the three-dimensional antenna element are 

integrated together to form a 2x2 non-planar array. 

(c) Chapter 4 discusses the topic of high-Q evanescent-mode cavity resonator and filter. 

This chapter is divided into three sections: the first part presents the DPAM 

capacitively-loaded cavity resonator, its fabrication process, challenges, and tunability. 

The second section presents an enhanced version of the capacitively-loaded cavity 

resonator, and two-pole laterally coupled capacitively-loaded cavity band pass filter. 

The fabrication process, the assembly steps, and tunability are presented as well.  

Finally, a novel vertically stacked design of the capacitively-loaded cavity band pass 

filter is presented. The design analysis, fabrication process, assembly steps, and 

measurement are described. 

(d) Chapter 5 summarizes this dissertation and presents the recommendations for future 

work. 
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CHAPTER 2:  LITERATURE REVIEW AND BACKGROUND 

 

2.1 Introduction  

Additive manufacturing has been synonymous with rapid prototyping since its invention 

in the early 1980s. The American Society of Testing and Material (ASTM) defined the additive 

manufacturing as “the process of joining materials to make objects from 3D model data, usually 

layer upon layer, as opposed to subtractive manufacturing methodologies” [22].  AM had its 

tipping point in the radio frequency (RF) field in the last few years, as the fabrication 

resolution/accuracy, and the RF properties of the printing material have been dramatically 

enhanced. According to literature, additively manufactured RF devices are reported to operate over 

a wide range frequencies, starting from a few megahertz up to millimeter-wave and terahertz 

frequencies [23-27]. The wide spectrum of high performance 3D microwave circuits and antennas, 

along with the AM capabilities to achieve complicated structures, and reduce the materials waste 

are defining the next generation of RF components and systems. 

 

2.2 Non-Planar Antenna and Antenna Array 

3-D antenna design is one of the promising techniques, where having miniaturized, high 

efficiency and large bandwidth antennas is possible [28-32]. In [28] the design of an electrically 

small 3-D cube antenna is presented (Figure 2.1 (a)), where the antenna consists of a balun and a 

half-wave dipole with meander-line portions, all of which are patterned on the surface of a cube. 

Adopting this 3-D structure allowed the author to achieve a compact and highly efficient antenna 
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at the same time for a passive wireless sensor node application. Similar designs of cube-shaped 

dipole antennas are described in [29, 30, and 31], as shown in figure 2.1(b)-2.1(d). In [29], the 

author used liquid crystal polymer (LCP) material (ULTRALAM 3908) to achieve compact and 

cube antenna with omnidirectional-pattern. The cube interior is suggested to be used to embed the 

electronics for a wireless sensor node application. Similarly, in [30], a 3-D antenna is ink-jet 

printed on a paper substrate to achieve compact design with isotropic radiation pattern. The author 

exploited the cube interior to embed the required electronics inside. A spherical helix, a meander 

line and a hybrid antenna fabricated on the top of glass hemispheres using a conformal printing 

technique are presented in [32], figure 2.1(e).  

 

Figure 2.1: Non-planar antenna designs using several fabrication technique. (a) meander-line 

dipole cube-shape antenna [28] 2013 © IEEE (b) omnidirectional-pattern cube antenna [29] 2009 

© IEEE (c) Ink-jet printed antenna [30] 2014 ©IEEE (d) cube antenna with embedded 

electronics [31] 2012 © IEEE (e) Hemisphere-shape antenna [32] 2011 ©IEEE.  
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The arrangement of antenna elements in a non-planar fashion (i.e., 3-D configuration) also 

is found to be attractive as it combines many advantages and adds additional capabilities to the 

array such as beamforming control, reconfigurability, improved functionality and performance, 

polarization control, and adding anti-jamming capability [33-40]. Figure 2.2 shows four examples 

of non-planar arrangement of several antenna types, such as dipole, Yagi-Uda, and dielectric rod 

antennas. A log-periodic dipole array (LPDA), with dual polarization and large operational 

bandwidth, has been achieved in [34] by setting the dipole elements in a 3-D structure as shown 

in Figure 2.2(a). In [35], a reconfigurable Yagi antenna is realized by adopting a tridimensional 

structure, achieving asymmetric and reconfigurable radiation pattern. Having such structure, which 

is carried by rotating the directors around the driver gradually (Figure 2.2(b)), results a high 

rejection between sectors in a plane. In addition, an array of three elements of dielectric rod 

antennas is configured on top of curved structure to realize a switched-beam transmitter is 

presented in [37], where the array increases the scanning range, but maintain the same performance 

for different scanning angles (Figure 2.2(c)). In [38], an endfire array of dipole antennas are 

arranged a 3-D fashion to enhance the array’s gain and efficiency. As shown in Figure 2.2(d), 

adopting the 3-D structure enabled the design to have high gain without the need for additional 

structures such as reflectors or directors in Yagi antenna. Furthermore, anti-jamming capability is 

achieved for GPS receiver by adopting a non-planar antenna array, with a large curvature, and 

convex surface, where the more the elements the better the performance [39]. A comparison 

between having the elements in planar and non-planar arrangement is carried out in [40], where 

the pros and cons of each arrangement is described. Finally, an analytical solution for shaped-beam 

non-planar array is described in [41], where the phasing is generated by shaping the substrate, not 

the feeding network. 
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Figure 2.2: Non-planar antenna array designs. (a) non-planar dipole antenna array [34] 2017 

©IET (b) tridimensional Yagi antenna [35] 2010 ©IET (c) non-planar dielectric rod antenna 

array [37] 2014 ©IEEE (d) non-planar printed dipole antenna array [38] 2017 ©IEEE. 

 

 All of the aforementioned designs, except the spherical antenna, Yagi antenna, and the 

dielectric rod antenna, are fabricated in a planar manner and then folded to form a 3D cubic shape 

with the antennas located on one or more sides of the cube. Post-fabrication assembly steps would 

be a complex manufacturing approach, compared to multi-layer printed circuit boards (PCBs) for 

example. Furthermore, the printing of circuitry (matching networks, feed lines, etc.) is possible 

only on the sides of the cube and not within its volume. 

Another way to achieve non-planar antennas is to use flexible substrate, and conform it 

into a non-planar surface. In general, flexible antennas are gaining in popularity with the growth 

of wearable electronic devices and the overall utility of conformal integration. Many designs are 

available in the literature for various antenna types and different applications [42-47]. In [42] and 

[43] a bow-tie antenna on top of heat stabilized polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) flexible substrate 

is presented, where the authors conformed the proposed antenna on top of a curved surface and 
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analyzed the effects of curvature on the pattern and resonance frequency. Another fabrication 

technology is presented in [44], where a UHF antenna and solar cell array are printed on top of a 

thin Kapton sheet. The antenna is formed by depositing an Al layer using a shadow mask and e-

beam evaporation. In [45], a flexible PCB is used for the design of a flexible ultra-wide band 

antenna for mobile devices applications. An investigation on the radiation pattern of 5.8 GHz 

flexible patch antenna is presented in [46], where the change in pattern and resonance frequency 

versus changes in the bending angle are described. A similar investigation of flexible antennas is 

described in [47], which uses copper-etched antennas on flexible polyimide substrates. 

 

2.3 Capacitively-loaded Cavity Resonator and Filter 

Highly selective filters are key components to enable efficient usage of the crowded 

electromagnetic spectrum. Among the available filter architectures, evanescent mode capacitively-

loaded approaches have received significant attention since they offer high quality factors, a large 

spurious-free region, compact volume, and can be made tunable. There are several papers that 

present the use of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) to design evanescent mode cavity 

resonators and filters [48-57]. Figure 2.3 presents an example on high-Q evanescent-mode tunable 

MEMS resonator and filter that is tuned using electrostatic actuations. High-quality factor 

resonators and filters can be realized along with tunablitiy using other fabrication technologies 

such as Yttrium iron garnet (YIG) [58-61], which can provide wide tuning range, and handle high 

power. The disadvantages of YIGs include the large volume and high power consumption, while 

for the MEMS filters, manufacturing complexity and cost are the main disadvantages. The 

unloaded quality factor (Qu) of YIGs can reach 10,000 at 10 GHz [60], while MEMS resonators 

reported to have measured unloaded quality factor of 460–530 in the range 3.4 – 6.2 GHz [55].  
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Figure 2.3: Evanescent mode capacitively-loaded resonator and filter. (a) Resonator structure (b) 

Filter structure (c) Resonator transmission (S21) (d) Filter s-parameters. [73] 2010 ©IEEE. 

 

On par, additively manufactured high-Q resonators and filters are reported in literature 

achieving a high unloaded quality factor and low insertion loss performance [62-65]. A 

Stereolithography based, 3-D printed resonator and filter is presented in [63] as shown in Figure 

2.4(a), where the resonator achieved unloaded quality factor between 11039 and 14450 at 10 GHz. 

As well, in [64] a cavity resonator is fabricated using stereolithography process and presents a 

measured unloaded quality factor of 3005 at 19.87 GHz. Finally, a Ku/K band filters are fabricated 

using Selective Laser Melting Manufacturing (SLM) AM technology is presented in [65] as shown 

in Figure 2.5(b). Selective Laser Melting as AM fabrication technology require no machining to 

build the whole metal parts, which reduces the cost and time, and provide design flexibility. Figure 
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2.5 presents antenna feed network, working at the same band (i.e., a Ku/K band), for satellite 

application. Although these filters achieve a very low insertion loss (~0.1 dB), but they may require 

post processing steps such as plating. 

 

Figure 2.4: Additively manufactured high-Q resonators and filters. (a) X-band stereolithography 

based filter [63] 2016 ©IEEE (b) Selective Laser Melting Manufacturing (SLM) based Ku band 

filter [65] 2017 ©IEEE. 
 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Antenna feed system built using selective laser melting fabrication process. [65] 2017 

©IEEE. 
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CHAPTER 3: EMBEDDED 3D-PRINTED AND CONFORMAL HALF-WAVE DIPOLE 

ANTENNA, AND ANTENNA ARRAY1 

3.1 Introduction 

The need for compact and efficient antennas has focused significant attention onto design 

approaches that compromise between physical size and performance. 3-D antenna design is one of 

the promising techniques, where having miniaturized, high efficiency and large bandwidth 

antennas is possible. Volumetric designs that are compatible with 3D printing provide flexibility 

in forming the substrate shape and printing the conducting traces and antenna elements. For 

example, a true volumetric design would offer the benefits of multi-layer PCB design but with the 

added capability of running controlled impedance transmission lines in arbitrary directions through 

the substrate. 

 

3.2 Embedded 6 GHz 3D-Printed Half-Wave Dipole Antenna 

3.2.1 Antenna Design  

In this work, a new volumetric approach to realizing a 3D half-wave dipole in a packaged 

format is introduced. Direct digital manufacturing (DDM) with an nScrypt Tabletop 3Dn printer 

is used to fabricate a non-planar 3D substrate on which the 6 GHz antenna and its feed network 

are printed in a conformal manner. The presented design provides the ability to keep a signal 

distribution network in close proximity to the ground plane, facilitating the implementation of 

                                                           
1 The content of this chapter has been published in [6], [89], and [90], and it is included in this dissertation 

with permission from the IEEE. Permission is included in Appendix A. 
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ground connections (e.g. for an active device), mitigating potential surface wave losses, as well as 

achieving a modest (10.6%) length reduction. An analysis of the substrate surface roughness is 

included to explain its effect on the antenna performance. 

The antenna consists of a 3-D implementation of a half-wave dipole printed on the top 

layer of a substrate and fed through an inclined grounded coplanar waveguide (GCPW) balun that 

is matched to the 50 ohm feed line using a GCPW quarter-wave transformer, as shown in Figure 

3.1. The antenna is shielded using a ground plane that is located ~λ/4 away from the dipole at the 

design frequency. Since the transmission line characteristic impedance is a function of distance 

from the lower ground to the GCPW, the balun presented in [66] has been modified to optimize 

the GCPW characteristic impedance along the inclined plane. The antenna is designed to operate 

at 6 GHz using acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) substrate material (εr ~ 2.7 and tanδ ~ 0.008), 

with a total size of 24×22×6.25 mm3; the antenna dimensions are presented in Table 3.1. Four vias 

connecting the upper and lower grounds of the GCPW line are incorporated to avoid undesired 

resonances around the design frequency. Simulation data also show that these vias reduce the 

antenna sensitivity to the surrounding environment. As a final step the antenna is embedded in 

ABS to produce the packaged version shown in Figure 3. 2 (a) Fused deposition modeling (FDM) 

is used to print the ABS layers, while micro-dispensing of Dupont CB028 silver thick film paste 

(bulk DC conductivity of 1.5×106 S/m) is used for the conductor deposition.  

A planar version of the antenna is analyzed to evaluate the advantages of the 3D design 

approach. The planar design is fabricated using a conventional copper etching process on a 0.508 

mm-thick Rogers 4003C substrate (εr ~ 3.38 and tanδ ~ 0.0027). The substrate is attached to a 4.18 

mm-thick grounded ABS layer (Figure 3.2 (b)) in order to provide the required separation between 

the antenna and the ground plane. 
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Figure 3.1: 3D 6 GHz antenna design.  The arrows in the figure show the direction of the fused 

deposition modeling (FDM) head during the substrate printing process.  

 

Table 3.1: Dimensions of the 3D antenna in mm. 

TL Length  Signal Width  Gap Width  Top Ground Width  

1 6.2 1.0 0.25 1.0 

2 2.5 0.25 0.25 1.0 

3 4.7 0.25 0.25 1.0 

4 2.41 0.55 0.30 1.0 

5 4.58 0.55 0.30 1.0 

6 5 1.44 0.20 1.0 

 

 

Figure 3.2: The embedded 3D antenna (a) and planar version (b). 
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3.2.2 Experimental Results 

The measured data for the two antenna designs are in good agreement with simulation 

results obtained using Ansys HFSS. The S11 of the 3-D antenna, shown in Figure 3.3, shows a 220 

MHz frequency shift and a difference in the return loss bandwidth between the simulated and 

measured data, due to roughness of the ABS substrate (see Section 3.2.3). The maximum measured 

gain is 4.7 dBi as shown Figure 3.4(a), which is 0.18 dB less than the simulated gain. The 

difference in gain values is also due to the substrate surface roughness, which decreases the 

effective RF conductivity of the printed silver traces [13].  

The electromagnetic characteristics of the planar structure are similar to the 3D design. The 

measured 6 GHz E-plane gain patterns for both antennas are nearly identical as shown in Figure 

3.4 (b). The measured (5.62 dBi) and simulated (5.89 dBi) peak gains of the planar antenna are 

higher than those of the 3D design because of the lower loss tangent of the substrate material, and 

the higher conductivity of the conductors. There is excellent agreement between the measured and 

simulated S11 for the planar antenna, with a return loss greater than 20 dB at the design frequency 

(Figure 3.5). As opposed to the 3D antenna, however, the resonances above and below the center 

frequency are unstable and very sensitive to the test setup.   

To this point, one of the important advantages of the 3D design over the planar design is 

that the CPW feed line is kept in close proximity to the ground plane, thereby reducing surface 

wave effects. For example, it was found through simulation that the planar antenna S11 response is 

much more sensitive to lateral displacements of the feed and antenna toward the edge of the 

substrate, than is the 3D design. As shown in Figure 3.6 (a), resonances near 4.8 GHz and 7.8 GHz 

and the center frequency response are strongly affected as the planar antenna approaches the edge 

of the substrate. Conversely, there is no impact on the resonances and 50% less shift in the center 
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frequency for the 3D antenna (Figure 3.6 (b)). The resonances at 4.8 and 7.8 GHz correspond 

approximately to the frequencies when the substrate width is a multiple of 0.5λg (𝜆𝑔 = 𝑐

𝑓√𝜀𝑟
).  It 

was also observed through simulation that additional resonances around the center frequency, and 

a reduction in gain, appear only with the planar design when a 50 Ω transmission line is added 

between the quarter-wave transformer and the connector; this additional length of line increased 

the total substrate length to >λg/2 at band center. These simulation results suggest that the feed 

network of the planar design leaks more energy into the TM0 surface wave mode than does the 3D 

design, and the resulting resonances are dependent on the dimensions of the substrate and the path 

of the feed network. These are effects that would complicate the use of the planar antenna in a 

more complex configuration such as an array. The use of ~6.0 mm-long vias to connect the CPW 

to the lower ground in the planar antenna is difficult in practice and ineffective at equalizing ground 

plane potential. 

 

Figure 3.3:  S11 of the 3D antenna. 
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Figure 3.4: 6 GHz antenna patterns. (a) simulated and measured realized E-plane gain pattern of 

the 3D antenna, and (b) comparison of measured 3D and planar (2D) antenna patterns. Both 

graphs are 10 dB/division. 

 

Figure 3.5: S11 of the planar antenna. 

 

Figure 3.6: Surrounding environment changes effect. 
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3.2.3 Analysis of Surface Roughness Effects 

The effect of surface roughness on eddy current losses of transmission lines at microwave 

frequencies was examined as early as 1949 [67]. Studies of square and triangular surface grooves 

and scratches reveal that the effective conductor length and resistance increase with frequency, as 

the skin depth becomes comparable to the groove size. Models such as those of Groiss [68] and 

Huray [69-71] capture this physical phenomenon and provide empirical formulas that describe the 

surface roughness effect; the surface roughness is assumed to be much smaller than the trace 

thickness and is described as a sinusoidal wave in the Groiss model and as spheres/nodules in the 

Huray model. Required model parameters are typically available from material vendors, and the 

Groiss and Huray models are built into some commercial full-wave simulators (e.g. Ansys HFSS). 

The roughness size and skin depth are the main factors determining the increase in transmission 

line resistance, factR 

 𝑍𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ = 𝑍𝑠𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑡ℎ × 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑅 (3.1) 

where Zrough is the rough surface impedance and Zsmooth is the smooth surface impedance. The 

factor factR is described by Groiss and Huray in (3.2) and (3.3), respectively: 

 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑅 = 1 + 𝑒
−(

𝛿
2×𝑠

)
1.6

 
(3.2) 

 
𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑅 = 1 +

1.5 × 𝑆𝑟

1 +
𝛿
𝑎 +

𝛿2

2𝑎2

 (3.3) 

where δ is the skin depth, S is the surface roughness, Sr is the ratio of the surfaces of all 

spheres/nodules in a cut and the cut surface, and a is the radius of spheres/nodules. These 

parameters are typically available from material vendors. 
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In the 3D printing process, the roughness could be represented with a combination of the 

aforementioned models, since the substrate resembles a sinusoidal surface and the silver paste is 

better represented by spheres due to its particle-like nature [13]. However, while these models may 

emulate the increase in loss due to roughness, the potential change in phase constant is not 

addressed. Also, as described below, the surface roughness of 3D printed substrates can be 

comparable to or greater than the trace thickness.  Recently, the effect of roughness on the loss of 

a filter printed using the Polyjet technology has been investigated using the Huray model in 

numerical electromagnetic simulations [72]. 

In this work the effects of the surface topology are studied using simulations of physical 

models that are representative of the surface produced by the FDM process. The simulation models 

are of the type shown in Figure 3.7, which shows a CPW transmission line on a smooth substrate 

and one on a corrugated surface of the type resulting from an FDM print; the ground planes are 

removed for clarity. For the simulated models the signal line width is 600 m, the signal to ground 

spacing is 200 m and the ground plane width is 1000 m; these dimensions match those of the 

quarter-wave transformer in Figure 3.1.  

 

Figure 3.7: Smooth and corrugated λ/4 transformers. The length is 8 mm and the signal line 

width is 600 microns. The CPW ground is not shown for clarity. 
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The lines are 8 mm in length. Corrugation profiles (refer to the inset in Figure 3.7) from 

rc=12.5 m to rc=100 m are analyzed, as these represent the typical range of printer settings used 

for the FDM prints and have been validated with profilometer measurements on fabricated 

samples. For all simulations a silver paste thickness of 20 m is used. The paste roughness is not 

taken into consideration as it is difficult to control, being a function of factors that include paste 

thickness, printing speed, temperature and humidity. The propagation constant β has been 

extracted from the full-wave simulation results by fitting the data to an ideal transmission line 

model using Keysight Technologies Advanced Design System software. The propagation constant 

β normalized to the value for the smooth substrate is shown versus corrugation parameter rc in 

Figure 3.8. The corrugated line exhibits up to 6% change in β for rc=100 m compared to the 

smooth substrate. The corrugated design also has a significantly larger attenuation constant (Figure 

3.9) which is consistent with previously stated conclusions in the literature [68-71]. The changes 

in the phase constant due to the rough surface also contribute to differences in the measured and 

predicted 10 dB return loss bandwidth, as confirmed by independent measurements of a printed 

antenna on a smooth (rc < 2 m) substrate. 

 

Figure 3.8: Simulated propagation constant (β) of the corrugated λ/4 transformer normalized to 

βS for the smooth substrates. 
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Figure 3.9: Simulated attenuation constant (α) of corrugated and smooth transmission lines for 

various corrugation profiles (rc). 

The results of this simulation study can be used to explain the discrepancies between the 

simulated and measured data of the 3D antenna presented in the previous section. A full-wave 

simulation of the entire 3D structure that includes the surface roughness profiles would be quite 

complex and computationally intensive given the varying alignment between the FDM print head 

direction and the conductive traces, and the variations in roughness profile over the full surface 

area. Instead, the quarter wave transformer serves as a representative section to demonstrate the 

roughness effects; as shown in Figure 3.1 it is aligned orthogonal to the roughness contour as 

assumed in Figure 3.7, and for the fabricated 3D antenna it has a measured corrugation profile of 

rc=25 m. Per Figure 3.8 the relative increase in β is ~3.0% which is consistent with the 3.7% 

frequency shift (220 MHz) shown in Figure 3.3. As well, based on Figure 3.9, the expected loss 

along the 19.7 mm distance from the input port to the dipole for the smooth substrate is 0.41 dB, 

while for the corrugated line it is 0.55 dB. Hence, the expected additional loss due to roughness is 

~0.14 dB which is nearly equal to the difference between the measured and simulated antenna 
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gain. Finally, it is found that, at low frequencies, there is <10% change in S21 when changing the 

orientation of the FDM print (see Figure 3.1) with respect to the paste direction (e.g., 45o or 0o). 

 

3.3 A Multi-Material 3D Printing Approach for Conformal Microwave Antennas 

3.3.1 Design Digest 

Herein, a new approach for implementing 3D microwave devices using flexible substrates 

is presented, using a combination of micro-dispensing and fused deposition modeling (FDM) for 

fabrication. Dupont CB028 silver thick film paste is a popular material used with micro-dispensing 

for conductor deposition, given its relatively low curing temperature (90 – 150 °C), its viscosity 

(15,000 to 30,000 cP), and its ability to flex after curing. However, tight dimensional control when 

micro-dispensing CB028 over conformal structures can be difficult to achieve, especially over 

objects with sharp angles or inclined planes. The approach used here is to print a thin layer of 

thermoplastic substrate using fused deposition modeling, deposit the CB028 patterns, and then 

leverage the flexibility of the CB028 by forming the thin and flexible substrate to the desired 3D 

surface. As an example of the proposed approach, a 6 GHz 3D half-wave dipole is presented, 

where the antenna and circuitry are placed along a 3D acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) 

structure in a conformal manner. An additional advantage of this approach is that the thin substrates 

on which the conductors are printed can be more than 3x smoother than when printing directly on 

3D structures fabricated using the fused deposition modeling process, thereby increasing the 

effective RF conductivity of the printed lines. 

3.3.2 Fabrication Approach  

This work uses an nScrypt 3Dn Tabletop printer that combines fused deposition modeling 

and micro-dispensing on a common gantry capable of 2 micron position accuracy. The advanced 
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capabilities of the FDM printer provide the ability of printing thin thermoplastic layers down to 50 

~ 75 m, and these layers can act as a base for the conductor deposition as shown in Figure 3.10 

(a). The flexible ABS substrate (Figure 3.10 (b)) is printed on top of Kapton tape to provide a 

smooth face and then this face is turned over to be used for the silver paste deposition. Once the 

conductor is deposited on the thin layer, the flexible substrate is affixed to a 3D ABS structure 

produced via FDM in a conformal manner. A diagram that describes the steps involved in the 

proposed approach is shown in Figure 3.11. 

 

Figure 3.10: Fused deposition modeling process (a) printing of thin ABS substrate (b) Flexible 

ABS substrate (150 microns thick). 
 

 

There are several important advantages gained by having a smooth surface on which the 

silver paste is deposited. As shown in [5], a reduction in surface roughness also reduces the 

attenuation constant of the printed lines. From a fabrication standpoint, the print speed during the 

micro-dispensing process can be increased and the line width control is enhanced when printing 

on smoother surfaces. Finally, the smooth surface improves the adhesion of the flexible substrate 

to the 3D structure and minimizes air gaps which can alter the propagation constant along the 

transmission lines. 

                             

(a)                                                                         (b) 
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Figure 3.11: Steps involved in the fabrication process. 

 

3.3.3 Design Example  

The described fabrication process is applied to a new volumetric approach to realizing a 3-

D half-wave dipole, where the presented design enhances antenna gain and minimizes surface-

wave loss. The 3D antenna structure consists of a half-wave dipole located on the top layer of a 

3D substrate, ~λ/4 from the bottom ground plane at the design frequency, and the feeding is 

achieved via an inclined grounded coplanar waveguide (GCPW) balun. A GCPW quarter-wave 

transformer is incorporated to match the balun to the 50 ohm feed line, as illustrated in Figure 3.12 

The ground plane is deposited on the bottom of the 3D structure for shielding purposes. Due to the 

variation of the transmission line characteristic impedance as the distance from the lower ground 

to the GCPW increases along the inclined plane, the balun presented in [66] has been adopted and 

modified to optimize the GCPW characteristic impedance along the inclined plane. The antenna 

design frequency is 6.0 GHz and acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) substrate material (εr ~ 2.7 

and tanδ ~ 0.008) is used, with a total size of 21×22×6.25 mm3. The flexible substrate (150 m 

thick) is fabricated by printing two 75 m layers, and then the conductive layer (including the 

dipole, balun, matching network and feeding line) are deposited on the smooth face of the flexible 
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substrate as shown in Figure 3.13. A profilometer scan for the smooth (bottom (Kapton) side) and 

rough (top side during FDM print) surfaces of the flexible ABS substrate is shown in Figure 3.14. 

The measured surface roughness (Ra) is 9.14 m and 2.8 m for the rough and smooth faces, 

respectively. The conductivity used to model the CB028 silver paste is 0.6e6 S/m. 

 
Figure 3.12: 3D 6 GHz antenna design.  

 

 

 
Figure 3.13: Dipole and feed network on the flexible ABS substrate.  

Experimental results show excellent agreement between the measurement and the 

simulation, where the simulated and the measured S11 are less than -20 dB at the resonance 

frequency as shown in Figure 3.15. The antenna radiation pattern is shown in Figure 3.16, where 
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the maximum simulated and measured gains are 3.99 dBi and 3.95 dBi, respectively. The gain is 

reduced by ~1 dB due to the lower RF conductivity of the CB028 compared to its measured DC 

value of ~1.5e6 S/m [13]. The manufactured antenna is shown in Figure 3.17. 

 

Figure 3.14: Profilometer scan.  

 

Figure 3.15: Measured and simulated S11.  
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Figure 3.16: Measured and simulated normalized radiation pattern (10 dB/division).  

 

Figure 3.17: Manufactured 6.0 GHz antenna with superstrate removed to show the conformal 

circuity.  
 

 

 

3.4 Embedded 6 GHz 3D-Printed Half-Wave Dipole Antenna Array 

3.4.1 Contribution  

 In this section, three-dimensional antenna elements are integrated into a non-planar 2x2 

array configuration that is enabled by DDM. The 3D antenna elements, described in section 3.2 

offer compact size and reduced surface wave loss compared to similar 2D ground-backed dipole 

antennas. The reason for this improved performance is that a thin substrate can be used for most 

of the signal distribution network to keep the (grounded) coplanar waveguide feedlines in close 
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proximity to the ground plane, until the feedlines are turned up a 45 degree, ~quarter-wavelength 

long slope to connect to the dipole elements.   The fabrication of this non-planar, 3D element is 

made possible by the use of DDM.  The 2x2 array design expands on the 3D integration approach 

by orienting the elements along opposing, out-of-plane surfaces (Figure 3.18).   

 
Figure 3.18: Array structure (a) Total structure (b) Feeding network. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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The power splitters for the distribution network are located on a thin substrate in order to 

simplify ground connections, e.g. for a possible phase shifter or other electronics. More 

importantly, it is shown that the out-of-plane rotation of the antenna elements provides a 

convenient way to vary the element spacing – and thus the peak gain and beamwidth, without 

altering the signal distribution network.  The gain varies from 8.5 dBi to 7 dBi as the rotation angle 

increases from 0 to 45 degrees.  Changes in the array return loss occur with rotation, however the 

10 dB return loss bandwidth is effectively maintained from 6-7 GHz. 

3.4.2 Array Design, Fabrication and Performance 

The 3D antenna element consists of a feedline, balun and half-wave dipole that are 

patterned on an Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) substrate (relative permittivity of 2.7 and 

loss tangent of 0.008). The ABS is printed using fused deposition modeling (FDM) while the 

conductors consist of Dupont CB028 conductive paste that is deposited using micro-dispensing; 

the FDM and micro-dispensing processes are both done using an nScrypt 3Dn Tabletop printer. 

The dipole is fed through an inclined grounded coplanar waveguide (GCPW) balun that is matched 

to the 50 Ω feed line using a GCPW quarter-wave transformer as described in section 3.2. The 

single element is readily integrated into the 2x2 array configuration with out-of-plane panels as 

illustrated in Figure 3.18 (a). The input power is distributed to the elements via a tapered line 

power divider fed through a coaxial connector from the bottom (Figure 3.18 (b)). The feeding 

network ABS substrate is 0.8 mm thick, and both of the ground planes and power distribution 

transmission lines (TL) consist of micro-dispensed CB028 silver paste, with a minimum TL width 

of 0.6 mm. Finally, the microstrip feeding network is directly connected to the CPW-based antenna 

network. 
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The traditional approach for controlling the array radiation pattern is to change the element 

spacing along the y-axis. However for the array presented herein the minimum spacing is limited 

by the width of the power divider network (Figure 3.18 (b)). This limit is overcome by rotating the 

dipoles out-of-plane through an angle α to control the element-to-element spacing. In so doing the 

patterns of the ground-backed elements are no longer normal to the XY plane. 

Figure 3.19 shows the simulated reflection coefficient (S11) for different angles α. As well, 

Fig. 3 shows the simulated elevation plane (ϕ=0°) and azimuth plane (ϕ=90°) radiation patterns 

for different rotation angles (𝛼). Simulations show that the array is well matched at the design 

frequency for the different angle arrangements. The beamwidth changes by changing the angle α, 

where the maximum 3 dB beamwidth for α=0 degrees is 50°, and for α=45 degrees is 70°(Figure 

3.20). Furthermore, the design approach offers the ability to reduce the array footprint in the XY 

plane by exploiting the z-axis, where the array occupies 46×52×6.25 mm3 and 46×41×19 mm3 for 

α=0 and 45 degrees, respectively, with a length reduction of 21%. The array simulations are carried 

out using HFSS full wave simulator. 

 

Figure 3.19: Simulated S11 for different rotation angles. 
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Figure 3.20: Array realized gain. 

The 45° tilted array is fabricated to validate the design approach as shown in Figure 3.21, 

which presents the top view of the fabricated array, with and without the superstrate (the ABS part 

used to embed the elements). A 3D printed holder is used to carry the array structure. The simulated 

and measured S11, as well as the simulated and measured realized gain are shown in Figure 3.22 

and Figure 3.23, respectively. The S11 data are in excellent agreement at the design frequency (6.17 

GHz) with a return loss greater than 30 dB. The measured S11 presents narrower bandwidth 

compared to the simulation, which could be due to the additional inductance that the connector pin 

adds at input. The simulated and measured patterns are in close agreement, where the maximum 

realized gain is 7 dBi. 

 

Figure 3.21: Fabricated array. (a) without the superstrate (b) embedded elements. 
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Figure 3.22: Simulated, and measured S11. 

 

Figure 3.23: Simulated, and measured realized gain (ϕ=0°). 

3.5 Conclusion  

In this chapter, a three dimensional implementation of the half-wave dipole and an 

arrangement of 3D designed element in a 3D fashion to form a 2×2 array is introduced. The 

proposed 3D design improves performance on the single element level as well as the overall array 

performance by exploiting the single element advantages, and the advantages of placing them in a 

non-planar configuration. Additionally, the ability to reduce the footprint by using the 3rd 

dimension is demonstrated. Besides, a new process is proposed to facilitate the fabrication of three 

dimensional designs. 
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CHAPTER 4: HIGH-Q EVANESCENT-MODE CAVITY RESONATOR AND FILTER2 

4.1 Introduction  

The need for compact and highly selective filters for RF front-end applications has focused 

significant attention onto evanescent mode cavity resonators, since they are small in volume, offer 

high quality factor and have a large spurious-free region. These resonators are also excellent 

candidates for tunable filter designs, since the resonance frequency is extremely sensitive to the 

gap between the post and the cavity top wall, where a micrometer change in the gap has been 

shown to cause a frequency shift of 1.0 GHz or more. High quality factor tunable resonators can 

be achieved using various technologies such as Yttrium iron garnet (YIG), and 

microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). In this chapter, the first high-Q capacitively-loaded 

cavity resonators and filters that are compatible with direct print additive manufacturing as the 

combination of fused deposition modeling and micro-dispensing is presented. 

 

4.2 High-Q Capacitively-Loaded Evanescent-Mode Cavity Resonator 

 In this section, the capacitively-loaded evanescent-mode cavity resonator is introduced, 

where the main resonator parameters are described. The single resonator is designed, fabricated 

and measured to investigate the performance of this type of resonators when DPAM is used as the 

fabrication process. The resonator preliminary performance is then enhanced by either modifying 

the resonator structure or by using lower loss material. As well, the effect of the low RF 

                                                           
2 The content of this chapter has been published in [91] and [92], and it is included in this dissertation 

with permission from the IEEE. Permission is included in Appendix A. 
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conductivity of the conductive paste that is used in the micro-dispensing process is also explored, 

which provides additional data that helps in enhancing the DPAM manufactured resonators.    

4.2.1 Direct Print Additively Manufactured S/C-Band High-Q Resonator 

In this work, a capacitively-loaded evanescent-mode cavity resonator that is compatible 

with the DPAM 3D printing technique is described. The fabrication process is done using an 

nScrypt Tabletop 3Dn printer. The presented design is a compromise between quality factor, cost 

and manufacturing complexity and to the best of the authors’ knowledge is the highest Q-factor 

resonator demonstrated to date using DPAM-compatible materials and processes. The topology is 

based on the resonator originally fabricated in printed circuit board form by Gong, et al. [53]. 

Micromachining is not required, and the need for vias to connect top and bottom cavity walls is 

eliminated by using instead a solid exterior wall that is coated with conductive paste. Finally, the 

proposed resonator is an excellent base for a tunable filter, where a thin cavity top wall can be 

easily printed to form a flexible membrane that can be moved up and down to tune the operating 

frequency. 

The capacitively-loaded cavity structure is shown in Figure 4.1, where the cavity size (l 

and h), post diameter (d), and the gap (g) between the post and the cavity top wall are the main 

parameters controlling the resonance frequency. Based on the model developed in [73], the 

resonance results from the area above the post that can be modeled by a lumped capacitor, 

assuming a uniform electric field exists between the top of the post and the cavity, and the 

inductance derived from treating the cavity and post as a coaxial line that is shorted at its base. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.1: Evanescent-mode cavity resonator. (gap filling material is not shown here) (a) cavity 

resonator (b) model for the capacitively-loaded cavity resonator [73] 2010 ©IEEE. 

 

The resonance frequency can be found by equating the modeled capacitor and inductor 

impedances. The capacitance can be changed either by changing the post diameter or the gap size, 

which are key parameters in designing the evanescent-mode cavity resonator. The proposed 

evanescent-mode resonator (Figure 4. 2), consists of the 3D printed substrate (ABS), shorted input 

and output coplanar waveguide (CPW) feedlines, sidewalls, the post and the cavity top wall. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 4.2: Evanescent-mode resonator structure. 

 

The gap height and the post diameter are selected to be 30 m and 1.6 mm such that the resonance 

frequency is 2.30 GHz. Furthermore, to improve the design reliability and stability, the gap is filled 

with a low loss, liquid crystal polymer (LCP) material (ULTRALAM 3908 with relative 

permittivity of 2.9 and loss tangent of 0.0025), since the gap size is very small. The fabrication 
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process, shown in Figure 4.3, starts with printing the cavity structure (i.e., the ABS) using fused 

deposition modeling (FDM), and then creating the cavity conductive walls by brushing Dupont 

CB028 silver paste and curing it at 90 Co for 60 minutes (bulk DC conductivity of 1.5×106 S/m), 

as well as including the post (a 1.6 mm diameter copper wire). In the next step, the shorted input 

and output CPW feed lines are implemented using a pulsed picosecond laser to cut slots in the 

CB028. Finally, the top wall (a 0.5 mm thick ABS brush-coated by CB028 paste) and the gap 

material are prepared. The assembly is carried out by adhering the top wall (Figure 4.3 (c)) with 

the CB028 coated ABS (Figure 4.3 (b)), and including the coaxial connectors. The assembled 

capacitively-loaded cavity resonator is shown in Figure 4.3 (d). The CB028 coating process is fully 

compatible with micro-dispensing, however manual brushing was used for expediency in the first 

prototypes. 

 

Figure 4.3: Evanescent-mode cavity resonator fabrication process. (a) print the cavity structure, 

coat the cavity walls with conductive paste, and include the post (b) form the input and output 

shorted CPW feedlines using laser milling of CB028 (c) prepare the top cavity wall along with 

the LCP insulator layer (d) final assembly. 
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The RF measurements of the fabricated resonator are taken with an Agilent Technologies PNA 

network analyzer N5227A. The simulated and measured unloaded quality factor are 170 and 107 

respectively, where the simulated and measured S21 are in very good agreement as shown in Figure 

4.4. The device under measurement is shown in Figure 4.5. The tunability of the resonator is 

examined by changing the gap g in a controllable manner by withdrawing the copper post to 

increase the gap height and reduce the capacitance. Figure 4.6 shows a set of measured responses 

for different gap heights, where the frequency can be changed from 2.3 GHz to 7 GHz. The 

corresponding gaps and unloaded quality factors are shown in Figure 4.7, where the quality factor 

variation versus gap height (right Y-axis) is consistent with the HFSS simulations. The gap heights 

are extracted from HFSS simulation by introducing an air gap between the post and LCP layer, 

and matching the simulation to measurements. 

 

Figure 4.4: Single resonator simulated vs. measured S21. 
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Figure 4.5: Device under test. 

 

Figure 4.6: Measured S21 for different gap settings. 

 

Figure 4.7: Gap changes vs. resonance frequency and corresponding unloaded quality factor. 
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4.2.2 Enhanced Performance Capacitively-loaded Cavity Resonator  

As described in section 4.2.1, the cylindrical capacitively-loaded cavity structure is shown 

in Figure 4.8, where the cavity height (h+d), cavity radius (l), post radius (r), and the gap (g) 

between the top of the post and the cavity top wall are the main parameters defining the resonator 

performance. Tunability, as described in section 4.2, can be enabled once the structure dimensions 

are set by changing the gap, where differences of a few microns can change the frequency by a 

GHz. In this section, the resonator’s unloaded quality factor has been enhanced adopting two 

approaches: (a) reducing the resonator opening near the feedlines (b) adopting a new approach and 

using lower loss material to control the resonator capacitance. Firstly, compared to the resonator 

design in section 4.2, the quality factor is increased by up to 2X by reducing the opening by 64.3% 

near the feedlines (see Figure 4.9). This improvement in the quality factor is critical in achieving 

the low insertion loss and steep cut-off observed with the two-pole filter. 

 

Figure 4.8: Side-view of the capacitively-loaded cavity resonator. (gap filling material is not 

shown here).  
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Figure 4.9: 3D view of the single capacitively-loaded cavity resonator. 

The evanescent-mode resonator (Figure 4.9) consists of the FDM ABS substrate coated 

with Dupont CB028 silver paste. In this work the CB028 has been applied to the outer surfaces of 

the cavity bottom and side walls, the underside of the cavity top wall, and the feed section using a 

brush, although either the micro-dispensing or micro-spraying attachments available on the 

nScrypt printer could be used. The paste is dried at 90 °C for 60 minutes, achieving a bulk DC 

conductivity of 1.5×106 S/m. The shorted input and output coplanar waveguide (CPW) feedlines 

are laser machined using a 1064 nm pulsed picosecond laser, and a copper wire is used for the 

resonator post. Finally, the gap is filled with a low loss, liquid crystal polymer (LCP) material 

(ULTRALAM 3908 with relative permittivity of 2.9 and loss tangent of 0.0025). The measured 

thickness of the ULTRALAM gap material is 30 m, although the vendor-provided value is 25 
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m; the measured value is used in the design simulations. In the current process flow, the top piece 

of the cavity is made separately and coated with the CB028, the gap material is attached to the 

non-dried CB028, and the piece is then assembled to the lower portion of the cavity. The assembled 

unit is then dried as described above. The main challenge to making this a single, continuous 

printing process that does not require post-assembly is controlling the thickness of the gap material. 

Improvements in laser-thinning and micro-milling procedures should provide the required level of 

thickness control in the near future. Figure 4.10 shows the measured S21 for different gap settings, 

where LCP material is used to fill the gap. Figure 4.11 shows the measured unloaded quality factor 

and resonance frequency versus the gap dimension, within the frequency range from 2.4 to 6.8 

GHz. The gap varies between 30 m at 2.4 GHz and 200 m at 6.8 GHz and is controlled using a 

micro-positioner stage.  Gap heights are extracted from a full-wave simulation by introducing an 

air gap between the post and ULTALAM layer, and matching the measurement data to the 

simulation results. 

 
Figure 4.10: Enhanced resonator measured S21 for different gap settings (LCP gap material). 
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Figure 4.11: Gap variation vs. resonance frequency and corresponding unloaded quality factor 

(LCP gap material). 

 

 The second approach to enhance the quality factor is to replace the LCP (ULTRALAM 

3908) material with lower loss material, where the gap filling step can be achieved by coating the 

post with a low loss Parylene type-N, as shown in Figure 4.12, (with relative permittivity of 2.4 

and loss tangent of 0.0006) material [74]. Furthermore, using the Parylene provides the ability to 

go lower in frequency, where 1.0 m layer is possible. Simulation shows that using a 3.0 m 

Parylene layer for the same resonator shown in Figure 4.9,  a resonance frequqncy of 0.63 GHz, 

and unloaded quality factor of 171 is possible. In this work, the measured thickness of the Parylene 

type-N material is 8 m, and the measured value is used in the design simulations. Figure 4.13 

shows the measured S21 vs. frequency of the single capacitively-loaded cavity resonator for 

different gap settings vary between 15 m to 200 m, where the gap is the 8.0 m Parylene layer 

thickness plus the air gap resluts from moving the post twoard the negative z-direction. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.12: Single resonator with Parylene coated post. (a) Side-view of the capacitively-loaded 

cavity (b) 3D view of the single capacitively-loaded cavity resonator. 

 

Figure 4.13: Enhanced resonator measured S21 for different gap settings (Parylene gap material). 
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The fabricated capacitively-loaded cavity resonator is shown in Figure 4.14, where the 

same resonator is used for both cases; LCP and Parylene gap filling material to have an accurate 

comparison and avoide discapancies result from the fabrication process. The resonator under test 

is shown in Figure 4.15. 

 

Figure 4.14: Fabricated capacitively-loaded cavity resonator. 

Figure 4.16 shows the measured unloaded quality factor and resonance frequency versus 

the gap dimension, within the frequency range from 2.4 to 6.8 GHz. The gap varies between 30 

m at 2.4 GHz and 200 m at 6.8 GHz and is controlled using a micro-positioner stage.  Gap 

heights are extracted from a full-wave simulation by introducing an air gap between the post and 

ULTALAM layer, and matching the measurement data to the simulation results.  

 

Figure 4.15: Single resonator under test. 
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Figure 4.16: Gap variation vs. resonance frequency and corresponding unloaded quality factor 

(Parylene gap material). 

 

By using the Parylene type-N, compared to the ULTRALAM, the unloaded quality factor 

(Qu) is increased by up to 54% as shown in Figure 4.17. As mentioned previously, improvement 

in the quality factor is critical to achieving the low insertion loss and steep cut-off observed with 

the two-pole filter. To understand the conductivity effect on the DPAM cavity resonator’s 

unloaded quality factor, the side, top, and bottom conductive parts of the resonator are replaced by 

copper (bulk DC conductivity of 5.8×107 S/m) and simulated using ANSYS Electronics Desktop 

full-wave simulator. This study provides an excellent way to understand the differences in the 

unloaded quality factor between the MEMS and DPAM resonators, as well as explains what 

parameters need to be changed/modified in order to enhance the DPAM resonator’s quality factor; 

such as plating the resonator or using pastes with higher conductivity. Table 4.1 presents the 

DPAM resonator unloaded quality factor at 2.3 GHz when the CB028 is replaced by copper, for 

different gap filling materials. The effects of replacing each conductor (i.e., side, top, and bottom 

wall) by copper, as well as using the LCP and Parylene as gap filling materials are described. From 
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the analysis, increasing the conductivity of the top and bottom walls dominates the quality factor 

increment, compared to increasing the conductivity of the side walls. As well, it is illustrated that 

presence of the gap filling material has a big effect on the unloaded quality factor, specially for the 

LCP case. Finally, the dependence of the resonance frequency and Qu on cavity height is illustrated 

in Figure 4.18. 

 

Figure 4.17: Unloaded quality factor of the single capacitively-loaded cavity resonator for 

different gap material, and different gap settings. 

 

Table 4.1: Cavity conductive parts and conductive materials vs. the unloaded quality factor at 2.3 

GHz. 

Side wall Bottom Top Qu (LCP) Qu (Parylene) 

CB028 CB028 CB028 225 365 

Copper 

CB028 

CB028 

Copper 

Copper 

CB028 

Copper 

Copper 

CB028 

CB028 

Copper 

CB028 

Copper 

Copper 

Copper 

Copper 

CB028 

Copper 

CB028 

Copper 

CB028 

Copper 

Copper 

Copper  

245 

274 

280 

295 

299 

347 

375 

1050* 

403 

500 

510 

561 

575 

793 

900 

1050* 
* No gap material 
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Figure 4.18: The effect of changing the cavity height relative to the baseline design parameter 

(4.5 mm) at gap size of 60 m. 

 

4.3 Direct Print Additively Manufactured Capacitively-Loaded Band-Pass Filter 

4.3.1 Introduction  

Today’s demanding technologies forces the filter community to keep developing and 

updating the existing highly selective filters as they are key components to enable efficient usage 

of the crowded electromagnetic spectrum. As emphasized in the chapter 1, among the available 

filter architectures, capacitively-loaded approaches have received significant attention since they 

offer high quality factors, a large spurious-free region, compact volume, and they can be made 

tunable. There are several papers that present the use of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) 

to design capacitively-loaded cavity resonators and filters. As reported in [55], MEMS technology 

succeeded in achieving a measured unloaded quality factor (Qu) of 460 – 530 in the frequency 

range extending from 3.4 – 6.2 GHz. As well, narrow band, tunable MEMS band-pass filters of 

0.7% and 2% are reported in [56], and [73] to have an insertion loss of up to 3.55 dB and 1.65 dB 
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at 3.06 GHz and 2.4 GHz, respectively. In this section two proposed architectures that are 

compatible with DPAM are introduced; (a) Lateral-coupled filter and (b) Vertically stacked 

coupled filter. 

4.3.2 Synthesis of Coupled Resonator Filter 

Coupled-resonator theory represents a solid base in designing RF coupled-resonator filters, 

as it is based on the analysis of the equivalent circuit of coupled resonators, regardless the resonator 

structure as described in [75]. According to J.-S Hong et al. [75], it has been applied to a broad 

array of filter structures such as waveguide filters [76], and [77], microstrip filters [78-80], ceramic 

filters [81], dielectric resonator filters [82], MEMS filters [83], and  superconducting filters [84]. 

Figure 4.19 shows the equivalent circuit of n-coupled resonators, where the es is the source, R is 

the resistance, as well as the L and C are the inductance and capacitance respectively. Adopting 

either the loop equation analysis, or the node equation analysis leads to the same results.  

 

Figure 4.19: Equivalent circuit of n-coupled resonators. 

 

The filter response depends on both the external quality factor (Qe) and the coupling 

coefficient between the resonators (k). To derive a relationship between these parameters and the 

filter physical structure, the voltage-current relationship of the equivalent circuit of n-coupled 

resonator can be expressed using Kirchhoff’s law as [75]: 
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 [𝑍]. [𝑖] = [𝑒] (4.1) 
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⋮
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] (4.2) 

where Lij = Lji is the mutual inductance between the ith and jth resonators. The impedance matrix 

can be simplified for synchronous resonance case (i.e., L = L1= … = Ln and C= C1 =… = Cn) as 

follow: 

 [�̅�] =

[
 
 
 
 
 𝑝 +
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𝑞𝑒1
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 (4.3) 

where p, kij, and qe are the complex low-pass frequency variable, the normalized coupling 

coefficient between the ith and jth resonators, and scaled external quality factor respectively, 

which can be expressed as follows: 

 𝑝 = 𝑗
1

𝐹𝐵𝑊
(
𝜔

𝜔0
−

𝜔0

𝜔
) (4.4) 

 
𝑚21 =

𝐿𝑖𝑗/𝐿

𝐹𝐵𝑊
 

(4.5) 

 𝐹𝐵𝑊

𝑞𝑒𝑖
=

𝑅𝑖

𝜔0𝐿
 

(4.6) 

where FBW (∆) is the fractional bandwidth which express as: 

 𝐹𝐵𝑊 =
∆𝜔

𝜔0
 (4.7) 
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As mentioned above, either loop or node analysis gives the same results, which leads into 

a generalized solution as follow: 

 𝑆21 = 2
1

√𝑞𝑒1𝑞𝑒𝑛

[𝐴]𝑛1
−1 (4.8) 

 
𝑆11 = ±(1 − 2

1

𝑞𝑒1

[𝐴]11
−1) 

(4.9) 

The matrix [A] can be expressed as: 

 [𝐴] = [𝑞] + 𝑝[𝑈] − 𝑗[𝑘] (4.10) 

with [q] is an n×n matrix having q11=1/qe1 and qnn=1/qen and all other entries of zeros, [U] is n×n 

identity matrix, and [k] is the general coupling matrix. 

RF/microwave filters are commonly designed using the low- pass prototype network such 

as Butterworth, Chebyshev, elliptic, etc. The element values of these low-pass prototype network 

can be used as initial values in the design procedure.  Hence, the filter can be synthesized by 

optimizing any objective function that represents the filter response by taking the theoretical values 

of the Qe and k as its initial values. The external quality factor and internal coupling coefficient 

can be calculated from the low-pass prototype tabulated values as follow [75]: 

 𝑄𝑒 =
𝑔0𝑔1

Δ
 (4.11) 

 
𝑘 =

Δ

√𝑔1𝑔2

 
(4.12) 

As well, internal coupling (k) can be extracted from the simulated/measured s-parameters 

as follow: 

 𝑘 =
𝑓𝑝2

2 − 𝑓𝑝1
2

𝑓𝑝2
2 + 𝑓𝑝1

2 (4.13) 
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where fp2 and fp1 refer to the resonance frequencies that result either from magnetic or electric 

coupling as shown in Figure. 4.20. S21 

 

 

Figure 4.20: S21 of two coupled resonators. 

4.3.3 Direct Print Additively Manufactured Laterally-Coupled Band-Pass Filter 

In this section, a laterally-coupled 2.4 GHz band-pass filter is developed using DPAM 

fabrication process to represent the first capacitively-loaded cavity band pass filter that is 

compatible this hybrid technique that combines fused deposition modeling and micro-dispensing. 

Using the developed resonator in section 4.2.2, that uses the LCP material as the gap filling 

material and achieves a measured unloaded quality factor of 160-320 over the frequency range 

2.4-6.8 GHz, a two-pole, 1.9% fractional bandwidth (∆) Butterworth filter is synthesized at 2.44 

GHz adopting the coupled-resonator design approach (Figure 4.21). The filter response depends 

on both the external quality factor (Qe) and the coupling coefficient between the two resonators 

(k). The length (x) in Figure 4.21 controls the external quality factor, and the opening (y) and 
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spacing between the two posts (px) in Figure 4.21. (a) control the coupling between the resonators. 

These parameters can be found for a two-pole Butterworth filter (g0=1, g1=g2=1.414) using 

equation (4.11) and equation (4.12) in the analysis in section 4.3.1: 

𝑄𝑒 =
𝑔0𝑔1

Δ
= 75. 

𝑘 =
Δ

√𝑔1𝑔2

= 0.01344. 

 

 

Figure 4.21: Laterally coupled evanescent-mode cavity filter (all dimensions are in mm). (a) 

filter structure (b) bottom wall and feedlines. 
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The post-to-post spacing and the feedline opening for a given internal coupling coefficient 

is plotted in Figure 4.22. The coupling coefficient can be calculated using the general formulation 

in equation (4.13): 

𝑘 =
𝑓𝑝2

2 − 𝑓𝑝1
2

𝑓𝑝2
2 + 𝑓𝑝1

2  

 

 

Figure 4.22: Post-to-post spacing (px) and opening (y) vs. internal coupling (k). 

Tapered input and output shorted CPW laser-machined feed lines are used to provide the 

desired matching. ANSYS Electronics Desktop full-wave simulator is used to synthesize the filter 

design, and correct for the desired parameters. The filter fabrication process and assembly are 

shown in Figure 4.23, where the first step is to print the filter structure using FDM process and 

ABS material as shown in Figure 4.23 (a). Then, the cavity side walls and bottom side are coated 

with the conductive material (i.e., silver paste) to create the cavities, and then dried as described 
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previously at 90 Co for 60 minutes. Figure 4.23 (b) illustrates the coated structure after having it 

dried and laser machined to define the input and output feedlines. The next step is to prepare the 

top wall along with the gap filling material (the ULTALAM layer), where the ULTRALAM is 

attached to the non-dried CB028 that being used to coat the top wall, and then dried in the oven 

using the same temperature as shown in Figure 4.23 (c). Finally, after installing the two posts, the 

top wall is attached to the filter structure, where a small amount of the silver paste is used to glue 

the top wall and the filter structure together before drying the whole structure.   

 

Figure 4.23: Fabrication and assembly steps of the laterally coupled filter. 

The measurement is carried out using an Agilent Technologies PNA network analyzer 

N5227A and GGB 1850 micron-pitch microwave probes. The simulated and measured pass band 

insertion loss are 3.8 dB and 4.2 dB, and the simulated and measured return loss are 14 dB and 16 

dB, respectively, as shown in Figure 4.24. The discrepancies between the simulation and 

measurement data are due to the fabrication process tolerances, e.g., the silver paste thickness 
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(~30±10m) and structural dimensions (~±100 m), and the surface roughness of 3-D printed 

structures [6]. The proposed filter can be tuned by changing the gap (g) for both coupled resonators 

to maintain the required coupling coefficient. Two measured examples are shown in Figure 4.25; 

the first one has 2% fractional bandwidth at 2.7 GHz with 3.85 dB IL, and the second one has 2.4% 

fractional bandwidth at 3.8 GHz with 3.55 dB IL. The gap has been controlled using a micro-

positioner stage to illustrate the filter tuning capability. 

 
(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.24: Measured S-parameters of the laterally coupled filter. (a) Simulated and measured 

S-parameters (b) device under test 
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Figure 4.25: S-parameters of the 2% (red line), and 2.4% (black line) filter. 

4.3.4 Direct Print Additively Manufactured Vertically-Coupled Band-Pass Filter 

 In this section, a new vertically-stacked structure of coupled, capacitively-loaded filter is 

described. Multi-layer vertically integrated filters are reported to improve performance, such as 

enhancing the filter selectivity, as well as contribute in achieving miniaturized filter volume [85-

87]. In this regard, the proposed filter structure represents an excellent candidate for compact, 

highly-integrated multi-layer electronic systems. The design is especially attractive for situations 

where it is desirable to have the input and output ports on different levels, and with arbitrary 

orientations with respect to each other, e.g. parallel, anti-parallel and orthogonal orientations. This 

structure is an extension of the multi-layer DPAM approach described in [88], which is essentially 

a multi-layer printed circuit board (PCB), to a volumetric 3D form factor. 

Using the Paralyene-coated resonator, a vertically-stacked two-pole, 1.9% fractional 

bandwidth (∆) Butterworth filter is synthesized at 2.2 GHz adopting the coupled-resonator design 

approach (Figure 4.26). As previously described, the filter response depends on both the external 

quality factor (Qe) and the coupling coefficient between the two resonators (k). The external quality 
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factor is controlled by the length (x) in Figure 4.26(b), while the coupling between resonators is 

controlled by the opening length (r) and width (rx) in Figure 4.26 (b). These parameters can be 

found for a two-pole Butterworth filter (g0=1, g1=g2=1.414) using equation (4.11), and equation 

(4.12): 

𝑄𝑒 =
𝑔0𝑔1

Δ
= 75. 

𝑘 =
Δ

√𝑔1𝑔2

= 0.01344. 

The coupling opening length (r) for a given internal coupling coefficient is plotted in Figure 

4.27. The coupling coefficient can be calculated using equation (4.13) as well. Tapered input and 

output shorted CPW feed lines are used to provide the desired matching as well. ANSYS 

Electronics Desktop full-wave simulator is used to synthesize the filter design, and correct for the 

desired parameters. The filter is fabricated using the same process that is used to fabricate the 

laterally coupled filter. The filter fabrication process and assembly sequence are shown in Figure 

4.28. The first step is to print two of the single-resonators shown in Figure 4.28(a), using the FDM 

process and ABS material. Then, the conductive material (CB028 silver paste) is brushed onto the 

cavity sidewalls, and the bottom side and feedlines are created by micro-dispensing the silver paste 

as shown in Figure 4.28(b). These parts are dried as described previously at 90 Co for 60 minutes. 

The next step is to prepare the 150 m-thick ABS mid-layer as shown in Figure 4.28(c) using the 

FDM process, and then brushing the two sides with the silver paste to act as the resonator top wall 

before drying it in the oven using the same temperature. The final step is to install the Parylene-

coated posts, and then attach the two resonators and the mid-layer between them to create the 

stacked structure as described in Figure. 4.26, and shown in Figure 4.28(d). Silver paste is used to 

glue the three parts together before drying the whole structure. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4.26: Vertically-stacked capacitively-loaded cavity filter (all dimensions are in mm). (a) 

stacked structure (b) feedline and the mid-layer. 

 
Figure 4.27: Coupling opening (r) vs. coupling coefficient (k). 
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Figure 4.28: Fabrication and assembly steps of the vertically-stacked filter. 

The measurement is carried out using an Agilent Technologies ENA E5063A and GGB 

1850 micron-pitch microwave probes. Figure 4.29 shows the fabricated vertically-stacked filter. 

A fixture was printed to hold the filter such that the probes contact the feedline edges from the top 

as shown in Figure 4.30. The simulated and measured pass band insertion loss are 2.7 dB and 3.11 

dB, and the simulated and measured return loss are 18 dB and 26 dB, respectively, as shown in 

Figure 4.31. The discrepancies between the simulation and measurement data are due to the 

fabrication process tolerances, e.g., the silver paste thickness (~30±10 m) and structural 

dimensions (~±100 m), and the surface roughness of 3-D printed structures [8].  

 

Figure 4.29: Fabricated vertically-stacked filter 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.30: Vertically-stacked capacitively-loaded cavity filter. (a) Device under test (b) Close-

up image under the probe. 

 
Figure 4.31: Simulated and measured S-parameters of the vertically stacked filter. 
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The architecture used for the proposed filter design allows for flexibility in the orientation 

of the feedlines. Because the input and output ports are on different levels, it would be possible to 

integrate the filter into a multi-layer configuration to transition between different functional levels 

of a front-end system as shown in Figure 4.32 (a). It is also possible to rotate the upper/lower 

resonators with respect to each other, as shown in in Figure 4.32 (b). The filter has a stable response 

when the upper resonator is rotated through different angles (45o, 90o, 135o, and 180o) as 

demonstrated by the simulation results in Figure 4.33. For the angles 135o and 180o, the coupling 

opening location is adjusted to maintain the same level of internal coupling, but without the need 

to change its dimensions. 

 
     (a)                                                                       (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 4.32: Multi-layer structure and Feedlines orientation. 
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              (a)                                                                           (b) 

Figure 4.33: Filter simulated S-parameters for different rotation angles. (a) Simulated S-

parameters (b) Coupling-opening location for different orientation angles. 
 

4.4 Conclusion  

This chapter presents the first 3D printed capacitively-loaded resonator and filter that are 

compatible with DPAM. The presented resonator, to the best of the authors’ knowledge is the 

highest Q-factor resonator demonstrated to date using DPAM. The presented design approach 

simplifies the evanescent-mode resonator and filter fabrication, eliminating the need for 

micromachining and vias, and achieving a total weight of 1.12 g, 1.97 g, 1.91 for the single 

resonator, laterally-coupled filter, and vertically-coupled filter respectively. As well, the proposed 

laterally and vertically coupled filters present 40.12% and 35.43% smaller volume in par with [73]. 

The high performance, flexibility, as well as the low complexity and cost that DPAM combines 

outperform even high-Q planar/quasi-planar substrate integrated suspended lines (SISL) [93], [94]. 

According to [95], primary drawbacks of SISL designs are the high manufacturing complexity and 

cost. 
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

 

5.1 Summary  

This research focused on two main topics; (a) three dimensional direct print additively 

manufactured embedded antenna, and antenna array, and (b) three dimensional direct print 

additively manufactured high quality factor capacitively-loaded cavity resonator and filter. For the 

first part, the work was divided into three main sections; (i) new 3D implementation for the half-

wave dipole and discussing the inherent roughness of 3D printed devices. This work presents the 

results on the 3D printed 6 GHz half-wave dipole antenna. The supporting ABS substrate is 

manufactured using fused deposition modeling and provides an inclined surface on which the 

antenna feed network and balun are deposited using micro-dispensing of thick-film Ag paste. Line 

dimensions down to 250 m are held along the inclined plane, showing the potential for realizing 

high frequency 3D conformal designs using the digital printing technique. The simulations and 

measurements validate the antenna design procedure, where surface-wave loss reduction, and 

compact size have been achieved. Furthermore, any device prior to the antenna can be easily 

grounded, due to the close proximity of the feedline to the ground plane. The surface roughness 

study shows that it is important to consider the roughness effect, since it is considered as one of 

the main factors that explain the discrepancies between the simulation and measurement data (ii) 

new approach for implementing flexible antennas using micro-dispensing direct-print additive 

manufacturing (DPAM) and FDM processes is developed. The approach is useful for 

accomplishing 3D conformal designs, allows conductors to be printed on relatively smooth 
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surfaces of FDM-printed substrates, and allows for faster conductor printing with excellent 

dimensional control. This method also eliminates the challenges of silver paste dispensing on 

structures with sharp edges or inclined planes.  The concept was proven with a 6 GHz 3D dipole 

antenna, and the measurements agree with the simulated performance (iii) an arrangement of the 

3D designed half-wave dipole antenna elements in a 3D fashion to form a 2×2 array is proposed. 

The design improves the overall array performance by exploiting the single element advantages, 

and the advantages of having them in a non-planar configuration. Furthermore, the ability to reduce 

the array footprint by using the 3rd dimension is demonstrated. The excellent agreement between 

the simulated and measured data validates the design approach and analysis. The array is 

manufactured using direct digital manufacturing (DDM) technology. The supporting Acrylonitrile 

Butadiene Styrene (ABS) substrate is printed using fused deposition modeling and a thick-film Ag 

paste is used to form the dipole, balun, matching network, ground planes, and the 50 Ω input 

feedlines. 

The second part presents, to best of the author knowledge, the first DPAM resonator and 

filter, and it is divided into two main sections; (i) capacitively-loaded cavity resonator, where in 

this work evanescent-mode cavity resonator that can be manufactured using DPAM is presented. 

The supporting Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) substrate is printed using fused deposition 

modeling (FDM), and a thick-film Ag paste is used to form the cavity walls and the input and 

output shorted CPW feedlines. For the prototype presented in this work, manual brushing versus 

micro-dispensing was used to deposit the conductive paste in the necessary areas. The design 

approach simplifies the evanescent-mode resonator fabrication, avoiding any need for 

micromachining or vias. The high degree of agreement between the simulation and measurement 

validates the design procedure, and provides a proof-of-principle for the DPAM microwave high-
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Q resonator technology. The resonator performance was enhanced either by modifying the 

resonator structure, or by using lower loss material to act as the gap filling material (ii) 

capacitively-loaded cavity filter, where in this subsection a laterally-coupled and vertically-

coupled filters are presented. The same fabrication process is used to accomplish both designs, 

where, the supporting ABS substrate is fabricated using fused deposition modeling (FDM), and 

silver paste (Dupont CB028) is used to metallize the top wall, side walls and the input and output 

shorted CPW feedlines. For the prototype purposes, manual brushing is used to form the 

conductive parts versus micro-dispensing for the lateral-coupled filter. For the vertically-coupled 

filter, the bottom wall and the feedlines are micro-dispensed, while manual brushing is used for 

the side walls, and mid-layer. However, new models of the nScrypt Tabletop 3Dn printers have 

the capability for conductive paste spraying, which fits the proposed design procedure. A DPAM-

based post can replace the copper wire by controlling the surface roughness and the fabrication 

tolerance, as currently the post offers a smoother surface and better dimensional control. The 

presented design approach simplifies the evanescent-mode filter fabrication, eliminating the need 

for micromachining and vias, and achieving a total weight of 1.97 g and 1.91 g for the laterally-

coupled and vertically-coupled filters respectively. The high degree of similarity between the 

simulation and measurement validates both the fabrication process and design procedure, and 

provides a proof-of-principle for high performance DPAM filter technology. At higher 

frequencies, the Q-factor improvement due to increased electrical size dominates over increasing 

skin effect loss, making the proposed structure a good candidate for higher microwave frequency 

designs as well.  
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5.2 Recommendation for Future Work  

The capabilities the direct print additive manufacturing enables; either the high degree of 

freedom in shaping the structures or the capabilities to build multi-layer embedded systems, 

provide broad array of design ideas that could be taken into account in the future. For the work 

presented in this dissertation, below is a briefed list of research opportunities in future: 

(a) Develop an accurate model that captures the inherent properties of the direct printed 

additively manufactured devices, such as surface roughness. Such model will facilitate 

understanding and expecting the measurements, and save the time that might be spent 

on full-wave simulations to characterize these properties. 

(b) Integrating electronics in the antenna, and antenna array designs exploiting the ability 

to build the structure layer-by-layer. In the array structure, a phase shifter can be 

integrated to enable beam steering feature, which is one of the main factors to make the 

fifth generation of the wireless systems (5G) possible. 

(c) Develop an accurate model that represents the capacitively-loaded resonator, and able 

to capture the full behavior, such as the anti-resonance that current model doesn’t 

support. 

(d) Investigate the behavior of the direct printed additively manufactured resonator and 

filter at very high frequencies. 

(e) Design robust tuning mechanism for the capacitively-loaded resonator and filter, such 

as using step motor to control the post displacement. 

(f) Study the roughness effect on the capacitively-loaded resonator quality factor. As well, 

investigate the effect of plating the resonator’s walls with higher conductivity material 

such as copper-plating. 
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5.3 Perspective on Additive Manufacturing 

The EM performance presented by the additively manufactured devices in this dissertation 

builds a strong case for introducing DPAM manufactured antennas and filters in the market. 

However, for any RF product, EM performance is just a part of the final product. This section will 

focus on other aspects that directly have an impact on those devices to make them real products: 

(a) Power handling is one of the main specs that plays a role in determining device usability 

and application. In this regard, the power handling capabilities of the presented DPAM 

antennas and filters need to be investigated in future work. 

(b) Thermal properties of the used materials are very important and must be considered in 

future work. For example, ABS has a coefficient of linear thermal expansion of 

~90×10-5/K, which means that 4.0 cm piece of ABS will increase by 0.3 mm if its 

temperature is changed from 25 Co to 100 Co. These changes due to temperature will 

have an effect on the RF performance at the design frequency, which implies that 

addressing such an important factor is crucial before commercialization. 

(c) Device sensitivity toward fabrication tolerances should be described carefully by 

replacing each parameter of the device with its fabrication tolerance as a ± value. The 

less the sensitivity, the better the device, and the datasheet specs in real products are 

set after running the sensitivity test as each fabrication process has its own tolerance. 

(d) The yield of any fabrication technology is a very important factor that determines the 

overall cost and the ability to provide large/massive production. For the DPAM devices 

presented in this dissertation, the goal was to provide a proof-of-principle on the RF 

capabilities. Large production capabilities need very careful testing, which should be 

considered in future work.     
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(e) Device lifetime and reliability as well are important specs, where they indicate on how 

long this device will keep running and how well it behaves while running. 

(f) Automation and repeatability are key points to develop a process that is able to support 

a production line. The current fabrication process is user-dependent, which provides 

developers flexibility and freedom to effectively utilizes all capabilities of the DPAM 

fabrication technology, but for a production process automation is required. 

(g) Packaging is a big topic, which needs to be developed and characterized carefully as it 

impacts the EM performance directly. Good packaging results in a robust and immune 

product, where it is known to make a design outperform other designs that are 

manufactured using the same technology. DPAM process represents an excellent 

candidate as packaging technology, which gives it an advantage to fabricate the device 

and package it using the same tool. 

To conclude, the direct print additive manufacturing is a very promising technology that 

requires a collaboration between engineering from different fields such as software engineers, 

material engineers, process engineers, mechanical engineers, and test engineers in order to extend 

it into the commercial market. Additionally, DPAM has a great opportunity to contribute in future 

communication systems and applications such as the fifth generation wireless systems (5G), 

unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), and cubesat design as it offers high degree of design flexibility 

and performs very well at higher frequencies. 
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Appendix B: nScrypt Tabletop 3Dn Printer 

 

 

 

Figure B.1: nScrypt Tabletop 3Dn printer. 

 

Figure B.2: FDM and micro-dispenser heads. 
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